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In this paper, we present a shared task on core information extraction prob-
lems, named entity recognition and relation extraction. In contrast to popular 
shared tasks on related problems, we try to move away from strictly aca-
demic rigor and rather model a business case. As a source for textual data 
we choose the corpus of Russian strategic documents, which we annotated 
according to our own annotation scheme. To speed up the annotation pro-
cess, we exploit various active learning techniques. In total we ended up with 
more than two hundred annotated documents. Thus we managed to cre-
ate a high-quality data set in short time. The shared task consisted of three 
tracks, devoted to 1) named entity recognition, 2) relation extraction and 
3) joint named entity recognition and relation extraction. We provided with 
the annotated texts as well as a set of unannotated texts, which could of been 
used in any way to improve solutions. In the paper we overview and compare 
solutions, submitted by the shared task participants. We release both raw 
and annotated corpora along with annotation guidelines, evaluation scripts 
and results at https://github.com/dialogue-evaluation/RuREBus.

Keywords: named entity recognition, relation extraction, shared task, Rus-
sian fine-tuning, BERT
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1. Introduction
Structuring unstructured information is one of the most popular industrial ap-

plication of natural language processing. Standard approaches to it require named en-
tity recognition (NER) and/or relation extraction (RE). NER and RE are classical NLP 
tasks, formulated as early as mid-1990s [39]. There exist a number of well-studied 
academic corpora (see next section for multiple examples of such corpora). Scores ob-
tained on these corpora are typically high. Taking recent advances in NER in account 
one can even assume that it is a largely solved task.

However, business applications seldom do enjoy the high scores reported in aca-
demia. In our opinion the main reason for that is the fact that both text sources and 
entities in industry and academia present with several noticeable differences.

Firstly, business case texts are usually domain-specific (e. g. legal) texts that can 
contain less than perfect language or other irregularities (ponderous sentences with 
complicated syntactic structure, slang etc.). Academic baselines, on the other hand, 
typically consist of well-written news or biography (or scientific in case of BioNLP) 
texts without any irregularities of this kind.

Secondly, while entities in academia are usually compact and well-defined, in-
dustry sometimes has to deal with something much more loose, spanning for many 
words and with less than clear borders.

Our main motivation for conducting this work was to attempt to bridge the gap be-
tween academic NLP and less-than-ideal business scenarios. In order to do so, we have 
collected and marked up a corpus of governmental documents, produced by the Min-
istry of Economic Development of the Russian Federation and organized a shared task 
on it, which are two main contributions of this paper.

2. Related work
In this section we number related research areas:
1. general domain named entity recognition and relation extraction
2. methods for named entity recognition and relation extraction
3. named entity recognition and relation extraction for the Russian language

2.1. General domain named entity recognition and relation extraction

The entity recognition task is a necessary stage of extracting information from 
texts. Today there are quite a lot of datasets for the task in different languages for the 
general domain, such as CONLL 2003 [39], MUC-6 [17], OntoNotes 5 [19], etc.

These datasets usually poses a few types of named entities, such as persons, or-
ganizations, locations and casual relations, such as being born in, have position at, etc.

To perform semantic analysis, it is also important to extract relations that link 
named entities. This requires building datasets for solving the problem of relation ex-
traction. The relation extraction problem goes further than named entity recognition, 
as it requires greater understanding of language semantics.
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Therefore, there are fewer datasets available both for named entity recognition 
and relation extraction. The most used datasets are CONLL04 [10], !"# 2005 [47], 
TACRED [44], SemEval 2010 Task 8 [18].

2.2. Methods for named entity recognition and relation extraction

At the core of the majority of current methods both for named entity recogni-
tion and relation extraction are pre-trained language models, such as ELMo [31], 
BERT [14] and their descents. Using pre-trained language models does not require 
training a model from scratch, but rather fine-tuning the model for the task under 
consideration. An example of BERT fine-tuning is presented in [37]. To achieve rela-
tion representation by fine-tuning BERT with a large scale “matching the blanks” pre-
training entity linked texts are used. This method performs well on the SemEval 2010 
Task 8 dataset (F1-measure of 89.5%) and outperforms previous methods on TACRED 
(F1-measure of 71.5%). For the entity recognition task, the BERT-MRC model [25] 
achieves the best results on ACE 2005 (F1 score of 86.88%).

The state-of-the-art approach to relation extraction is an entity pair graph-based 
neural network (EPGNN) model, relying on a graph convolutional network [45]. EP-
GNN combines sentence semantic features generated by a pre-trained BERT model with 
graph topological features for relation classification. It shows a macro-F1 score of 90.2% 
on the SemEval 2010 Task 8 dataset and a micro-F1 score of 77.1% on ACE 2005.

2.3. Named entity recognition and relation 
extraction for the Russian language

To the best of our knowledge, several datasets for named entity recognition in the 
Russian language are available: the dataset, developed by Gareev et al. [16], Persons 
1000 and Collection 5 [30], [40], [42], FactRuEval 2016 [7], the Russian subset of the 
BSNLP Shared Task [33].

Prior to deep and even machine learning methods, rule-based approaches domi-
nated the information extraction systems [11], [15]. Most of the early works for the 
Russian language NER describe systems based on linguistic resources: dictionaries, 
templates, and rules [9], [12], [35]. Popov et al. described the adaptation of the vo-
cabulary approach for the Russian language [35]. Craidlin introduced the TagLite pro-
gram, which aims to distinguish named groups consist of three types of proper names: 
persons, organizations and geographical objects [12]. The system includes the follow-
ing dictionaries: proper names, generic concepts of investigated entity types (director, 
river, office) and other auxiliary words that can be part of target noun groups. In order 
to resolve the ambiguity and process words that are not encountered in dictionaries, 
the rule-based “predictor” module is applied. The authors evaluated the quality of the 
system on their own annotated corpus. TagLite obtained 85.8% of F-measure for all 
categories of named groups. Brykina et al. proposed a system that recognizes named 
entities based on lists of terms from the input ontology and resolving polysemy with 
a set of manually developed rules and dictionaries of context words [9]. The authors 
evaluated the efficiency of a system on their own corpus, considering only entities 
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included in the ontology. The system obtained F-measure varying from 91% to 98% 
for different types of entities. Both systems were evaluated on closed corpora, which 
makes it difficult to conduct a comparative analysis of the achievements in this area.

Starting from 2013, studies about Russian NER [4, 16, 34] started to apply Condi-
tional Random Fields (CRF) [23]. Antonova et al. applied a CRF model to their own an-
notated corpora consisting of news feed texts [4]. There were five types of annotations: 
person names, geographical objects, organization, products, and events. The authors also 
evaluated different types of optimizers for CRF. The highest F-measure obtained by this 
approach was 87.18%. Podobryaev applied CRF model to person recognition and used in-
formation from ontology as one of the features [34]. The quality of the proposed approach 
was evaluated on a manually annotated corpora. Gareev et al. developed an annotated 
corpus of Russian-language texts for evaluating NER methods and compared the effective-
ness of two approaches [16]. The first approach is based on dictionaries of names and rules, 
which analyze the context of a named entity and compare the set of references to the same 
entity in a document. The second is based on the CRF model with various features. The 
developed corpus is publicly available and contains two types of annotations: persons and 
organizations. The results of experiments showed that CRF-based approach outperformed 
knowledge-based approach on 13% of F-measure. Mozharova and Loukachevitch investi-
gated the knowledge and context features for the CRF model in the NER task [30].

Recent works on Russian NER focused on neural network models. Anh et al. [2] in-
vestigated a combination of bidirectional Long Short Term Memory (LSTM) with CRF 
and word embeddings presented in [20], [24], [26]. This model showed the best results 
on three Russian language data sets Gareev’s [16], Person-1000 [40] and FactRuEval 
2016 [7]. In the work [28], authors showed close to the state of the art results at the 
time, exploiting only neural model trained on the small dataset without pre-training. 
There is another aspect of robustness of LSTM-CRF in NER task addressed in the paper 
[27]. The experiments were conducted in three datasets, Persons-1000 for Russian lan-
guage, CAp’2017 for French, and CoNLL’03 for English. Remarkably a proprietary sys-
tem, which combines rule-base approach to statistics analysis, achieves state of the art 
[7] for the FactRuEval dataset. For fair comparison it should be noted, that proprietary 
systems are being developed for longer period of time, while the majority of shared 
task participants train the models from scratch without possessing rule and code base.

The BSNLP 2019 Shared Task [32] introduced a new multilingual dataset, an-
notated with named entities for four Slavic languages, Bulgarian, Czech, Polish, Rus-
sian. The named entities considered were persons, locations, organizations, events, 
products. The majority of the systems which participated in the shared tag exploited 
BERT-based solutions by either fine-tuning multilingual BERT [41] or by training the 
BERT model from scratch for the target languages [5].

Much less attention is paid to relation extraction for the Russian language com-
pared to named entity recognition. To the best of our knowledge, three datasets are an-
notated with relations. The aforementioned FactRuEval dataset [7] provides with two 
layers of annotations, the first layer being named entities and the second layer being rela-
tions between them. As FactRuEval covers news domain the relations annotated express 
attribution and occupation properties as well as some facts, such as meetings and deals. 
Existing datasets [22], [42] are much smaller and are not widely used for experiments.
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3. Data
In the RuREBus Shared Task, we proposed a corpus with annotations of named 

entities and relations. The novelty of the task is in its focus on methods for the extrac-
tion of business-relevant entities and relations from corporate documents. For obvi-
ous reasons, it is hard to find such documents online and make a shared collection 
of business-related documents.Therefore, we use a similar collection of corporate 
documents shared by the Ministry of Economic Development of Russia.

3.1. General corpus description

The collection shared by the Ministry of Economic Development of Russia con-
tains strategic planning programs of development for Russian regions. The corpus 
was studied in [1]. It has 85,501 documents, 298,809,024 tokens overall. Key features 
of the corpus include:

• uniformity of texts: documents have the same domain, purpose, very similar style 
and size;

• shared scope: documents mention various types of economic and social entities 
and relations at different levels of management;

• fixed modalities: a fixed list of modalities in documents that cover current state 
of the economy or society (problems), as well as plans for future (actions, tasks, etc.)

For the purpose of the RuREBus Task we selected and annotated 218 documents. 
The annotation guidelines and results of manual annotation are presented below and 
available at https://github.com/dialogue-evaluation/RuREBus.

3.2. Annotation Guidelines

To support consistency of markup we developed an instruction for entity and 
relation identification. We also use Brat Rapid Annotation Tool (BRAT) [38] to pro-
vide an annotation interface for assigning entities and relations. Preview may be seen 
in Figure 1.

Figure 1: Annotation interface for assigning entities and relations

https://github.com/dialogue-evaluation/RuREBus
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We partly employ double annotation. For each annotator we compare several 
documents with another independent annotation by the verified annotator. This mir-
roring helps the moderator to resolve arguable cases. After moderation we consider 
annotator as experienced enough and approve markup without doubling. However, 
we moderate each document manually even for experienced annotators.

The Cohen’s kappa measured on the documents that were marked up twice (not 
taking into account moderators) is equal to 0.698.

3.3. Entity Descriptions

We developed eight entity types for annotation. Entities are described in Table 1.

Table 1: Entity descriptions

Entity Entity description Examples (English) Examples (Russian)
MET
(metric)

indicator or object on 
which the comparison 
operation is defined

students’ education level 
total length of roads 
birth rate 
economic growth

$%&'()* &+%,-&',)./ 01$2()1&' 
&+3,/ 4%&1/5())&01* 2&%&6 
$%&'()* %&52,(7&01. 
89&)&7.:(09.; %&01

ECO
(economics)

economic entity (excluding 
MET) or infrastructure 
object

private business 
PJSC Gazprom 
fuel and energy complex 
library and museum funds

:,01)<; +.-)(0 
=!> ?,-4%&7
1&4@.')&-8)(%6(1.:(09.; 9&74@(90
+.+@.&1(:)<( . 7$-(;)<( A&)2<

INST
(institution)

institutions, structures and 
organizations

Youth Employment Center
Family and Child Support 
Organizations
metro stations
road system

B()1% -,)/1&01. 7&@&2C5. 
>%6,).-,D.. 4&22(%59. 0(7*. 
. 2(101', 
01,)D.. 7(1%&4&@.1(), 
0.01(7, 2&%&6

BIN
(binary)

binary characteristics 
or single action

modernization 
rendering 
is functioning 
absence

7&2(%).-,D./
&9,-,).(
A$)9D.&).%$(1
&10$101'.(

CMP
(compare)

comparative characteristic increase 
saturation 
excess of level 
negative dynamics

%&01
),0<3().( 
4%('<E().( $%&')/ 
)(6,1.'),/ 2.),7.9,

QUA
(qualitative)

quality characteristic effective
stable
safe
poorly developed

8AA(91.')<; 
01,+.@*)<; 
+(-&4,0)<; 
4@&F& %,-'.1<;

SOC
(social)

social object scientific and educational potential 
leisure activities 
folk art 
the youth

),$:)<; . &+%,-&',1(@*)<; 
4&1()D.,@
2&0$6
),%&2)&( 1'&%:(01'& 7&@&2(5*

ACT
(activity)

activities, events 
or measures taken 
by the authorities;

these entities are often 
combined with BIN, e.g., 
<BIN> developed </BIN> 
<ACT>an educational 
project for rural schools 
</ACT>

restoration work
educational project 
“University 2020”
orphan prevention
weekend fair

%(01,'%,D.&))<( %,+&1< 
&+%,-&',1(@*)<; 4%&(91 
«G).'(%0.1(1 2020»
4%&A.@,91.9, 0.%&101', 
/%7,%9, '<F&2)&6& 2)/
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3.4. Relations Description

We define two relations to describe plans and goals, and nine to describe state 
of affairs. These relation types could be useful in specific practical applications [6]. 
GOL relation represents abstract goals and aims of the program, e.g., birth rate increase. 
These goals are some objectives that must be achieved as a result of programs’ actions.

TSK relation corresponds to concrete tasks and actions taken to achieve some 
goals, e.g., opening of new metro stations.

The other nine relations can be grouped by two criteria: time component (past P, 
present N, future F) and estimation component (negative NG, neutral NT, posi-
tive PS). Past negative, neutral and positive relations (PNG, PNT, PPS respectively) 
denote implemented changes, present relations (NNG, NNT, NPS) describe the cur-
rent state of affair, and future relations (FNG, FNT, FPS) present plans and forecasts.

The examples of annotated relations are shown in Table 2.

Table 2: Relation examples

Relation Example (English) Example (Russian)
GOL <CMP> increasing </CMP>

<MET> accessibility of transport 
services </MET>

<CMP> $'(@.:().( </CMP>
<MET> 2&01$4)&01. 1%,)04&%1)<F 
0(%'.0&' </MET>

TSK hospital <ACT> overhaul </ACT> <ACT> 9,4.1,@*)<; %(7&)1 
</ACT> +&@*).D<

PPS <ACT> road works </ACT>  
<BIN> are completed </BIN>

<ACT> 2&%&5)<( %,+&1< </ACT> 
<BIN> -,'(%E()< </BIN>

FNG <ECO> ruble exchange rate </ECO> 
<CMP> is expected to drop </CMP>

<CMP> &5.2,(10/ 0).5().( 
</CMP> <ECO> 9$%0, &+7(), 
%$+@/ </ECO>

NNT <ECO> salary level </ECO>  
<BIN> stabilized </BIN>

<ECO> $%&'()* -,%,+&1)&; 4@,1< 
</ECO> <BIN> 01,+.@.-.%&',@0/ 
</BIN>

3.5. Active learning

We also use an active learning technique [36] to help the annotators and speed 
up their work. Firstly we obtained a subset of the corpus marked with defined named 
entities and relations. Next we trained the NER model and employ it further to markup 
unlabeled documents. Then documents were marked up by annotators. The annotations 
were verified by moderators. After obtaining new parts of the final corpus model were 
retrained with this part added to training set. Full pipeline could be seen in Figure 2.

In this work we employ a basic NER model, namely char-CNN-BiLSTM-CRF 
(proposed by Lample et al [24] and further developed by Ma and Hovy [26]). This 
architecture is widely used as a robust baseline in sequence tagging tasks. We use 
FastText [8] embeddings trained by RusVectores [21]. We also employ morphologi-
cal, syntactical and semantical features, obtained from Compreno [3], [46] and some 
hand-made features, such as capitalization templates and dependency tree distance 
between relation members.
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Figure 2: Active learning pipeline

3.6. Basic statistics

Table 3: Statistics of annotated entities

total mean len (std)
%,1 30,201 1.05 (0.28)
MET 14,161 4.23 (3.50)
48$ 7,719 1.14 (0.52)
CMP 9,288 1.16 (0.78)
62& 10,834 2.77 (2.31)
,167 7,903 3.69 (2.81)
(&2 24,853 2.78 (2.19)
$&7 12,274 4.74 (4.57)

We computed descriptive statistics based on annotated documents. Each docu-
ment was divided into parts by 150 sentences cutoff. In the training set there are 188 
annotated parts, where the average number of named entities in a file is 289 and there 
are 67 relations in average. The mean file length is 1,787 tokens. In the test set there 
are 30 files, 287 entities and 67 relations on average, the mean length is 1,967 tokens. 
Tokenization was performed by razdel tokenizer.1

4. Shared Task Set-Up
The participants were offered 3 different NER and RE tasks:
1. Named entity recognition.
2.  Relation extraction. In this task, the participants were provided with manu-

ally annotated named entities. The task was to extract relations between 
them.

3.  End-to-end relation extraction. The participants were to extract both named 
entities and the relations between them.

1 https://github.com/natasha/razdel

https://github.com/natasha/razdel
https://github.com/natasha/razdel
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All three tasks were evaluated with micro-averaged F-measure (evaluation script 
is available at https://github.com/dialogue-evaluation/RuREBus).

Since Task 2 requires gold standard NER labels, evaluation was organized in two 
phases. During phase one participants had raw texts of the test set without any markup 
and were able to solve Tasks 1 and 3. After phase one completion, gold standard labels 
for all test set texts were provided and evaluation on Task 2 commenced.

During both phases “true” test set was mixed within 514 unannotated texts in or-
der to deny participants the possibility of identifying the exact texts used for evalu-
ation. For phase two, NER markup for these additional texts was obtained with the 
model used for active learning.

5. Results and analysis

5.1. Results

We have received several submissions after the Shared Task baseline (but before 
the gold-standard test markup was published). While these results are not considered 
being part of official Shared Task evaluation, it is prudent to provide this numbers. 
Participant davletov-aa was able to achieve f-measure of 0.132 on Task 3, while bonda-
renko got 0.498 on Task 1.

Table 4: Results of the competition (Micro F1-score). Table is sorted 
by scores on the NER task, but all 3 tasks are equally important.

Team NER RE with NEs End-to-end RE
davletov-aa .561 .394 —
Sdernal .464 .441 —
ksmith .463 .152 .062
viby .417 .218 —
dimsolo .400 — —
bond005 .338 .045 —
Student2020 .253 — —

Table 5: F1-score performance measure on the NER task by NE class

Team ACT BIN CMP ECO INST MET QUA SOC
davletov-aa 0.33 0.62 0.79 0.52 0.52 0.57 0.56 0.45
Sdernal 0.22 0.60 0.77 0.41 0.34 0.43 0.49 0.29
ksmith 0.13 0.52 0.82 0.36 0.34 0.41 0.54 0.33
viby 0.21 0.49 0.77 0.29 0.33 0.39 0.52 0.23
dimsolo 0.12 0.50 0.70 0.30 0.37 0.31 0.40 0.29
bond005 0.08 0.56 0.74 0.28 0.16 0.28 0.39 0.14
Student2020 0.10 0.20 0.28 0.28 0.31 0.34 0.34 0.22
average 0.17 0.50 0.70 0.35 0.34 0.39 0.46 0.28

https://github.com/dialogue-evaluation/RuREBus
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Table 6: F1-score performance measure on the RE task by RE class

Team NNG NNT NPS FNG FNT FPS PNG PNT PPS GOL TSK

bond005 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.01 0.01 0.02 0.02 0.01 0.03 0.08 0.14
davletov-aa 0.63 0.16 0.28 0.34 0.23 0.45 0.52 0.30 0.48 0.32 0.42
ksmith 0.25 0.00 0.13 0.05 0.00 0.11 0.00 0.00 0.07 0.27 0.13
Sdernal 0.62 0.19 0.24 0.44 0.00 0.39 0.23 0.10 0.58 0.43 0.47
viby 0.43 0.01 0.05 0.06 0.05 0.08 0.06 0.07 0.12 0.29 0.23
average 0.39 0.08 0.14 0.18 0.06 0.21 0.16 0.10 0.26 0.28 0.28

One can easily notice that the scores obtained for all tasks are incomparable 
to the ones usually reported on most widespread academic corpora such as CoNLL-03. 
In our opinion this fact cannot be attributed to the methods used by participants 
since most popular approaches were tested by them (as is shown in the next section). 
However, these less than perfect scores are much closer to the scores often obtained 
in industry.

Another comparison we can draw is with SemEval-2020 Task 11 [13], a shared task 
on detecting propaganda spans from text (where various linguistic structures were consid-
ered propaganda, such as “Loaded Language”, “Whataboutism, Straw Men, Red Herring” 
or “Flag-Waving”). Both Propaganda Detection and RuREBus required identifying non-
trivial entities, often spanning for many words, and on both winning solution is within 
0.5–0.6 f-measure range. While not all business applications require entities of this type, 
such scenarios exist one shouldn’t expect CoNLL-2003 scores on such corpora.

In order to get a better understanding of the nature of our participants errors 
we decided to compute additional metrics: char-level F1-score (as opposed to span-
level score reported previously). We observe that the most illustrative statistics is the 
difference between char-level F1-score and span-level F1-score. The average differ-
ence for top 3 participants is provided in Table 7 along with the mean length of each 
entity in chars.

Table 7: DiFerences in char-based f-measure and span-based

Metrics ACT BIN CMP ECO INST MET QUA SOC
Average F1 diff 0.28 0.03 0.00 0.23 0.21 0.27 0.00 0.19
Mean char length 34 12 10 24 27 31 12 21

One can easily notice that the difference is marginal for short entities and in-
creases with the length of entity (moreover even the ordering of average F1 difference 
and mean char length is same with only one exception).

One possible explanation is that models have more difficulties with determin-
ing the exact borders of entities rather than detecting the entities themselves. With 
short entities there is little ground for border mistakes and the scores obtained are 
reasonably high. With longer entities the borders become less defined and thus the 
performance drops.
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5.2. Methods

Since one of our main goals was to replicate a business scenario, we decided not 
to limit the participants in their choice of methods. They were at liberty to use any 
available methods, including proprietary models, as well as were allowed to create 
additional markup in order to train their model on a larger training set (participants 
were asked to send the organization committee any data they annotated themselves). 
All top participants, however, used exclusively open-source solutions and did not cre-
ate any additional training data.

We have additionally published full unannotated corpus described in Section 3.1 
for the purpose of fine-tuning language models on it. To our best knowledge, however, 
no participant attempted it.

The methods used by most participants relied on academic standards.
For NER most participants started with popular CharCNN-BLSTM-CRF baseline 

[24] and attempted to improve it mainly with the help of contextualized word embed-
dings such as ELMo [31]. Two top systems are designed in essentially the same way: 
BERT [14] followed by MLP. The difference in scores between the two systems can 
be attributed to different BERTs used (multilingual BERT for the winner and RuBERT 
for the runner up) and different learning strategies.

Relation extraction allowed for better diversity of models. Several approaches 
were tested from simple heuristics and classical BLSTM-based approach [29] to once 
more BERT-derived pipelines. Unsurprisingly, the top two systems are both represen-
tatives of the latter category, however, unlike with NER the two systems have no-
ticeable differences. The winner used R-BERT-inspired model [43]. Since R-BERT re-
implementation is currently SOTA on SemEval-2010 Task 8, it is a small wonder, that 
its adaptation works well for Russian. The runner up has successfully reduced relation 
extraction to sequence-labelling task and employed multi-task learning simultane-
ously training on both NER and RE tasks.

6. Conclusion
In this paper we have presented RuREBus corpus and shared task.
Our main goal is to bridge the gap between academic corpora and real-world 

scenarios. Keeping it in mind, we have obtained a corpus of governmental texts, pro-
duced by the Ministry of Economic Development of the Russian Federation and devel-
oped a markup instruction for eight entity types and eleven relation types. We also 
provide a large (300 million tokens) corpus of unmarked texts of the same source, 
intended for language model training and fine-tuning.

Our corpus consists of texts with specific and non-trivial domain (i. e. governmen-
tal texts), containing non-perfect language and other irregularities. Our entities and 
relations are non-balanced and their spans can often be rather long. Thus in our opin-
ion this corpus is well-suited for being test-case "worst-case" industrial application.

We have further organized a shared task on our corpus, thus establishing a reason-
able baseline for it. The participating systems (8 for NER and 5 for RE) used methods, close 
to SOTA on academic baselines and yet were able to score rather unimpressive 0.56 for 
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NER task and 0.44 for RE. Given that simultaneously happening SemEval-2020 task 
11 demonstrated comparable results, we can claim that this is the current performance 
on "worst-case" business scenarios. Indeed, often industrial application can contain both 
classical entities such as persons and entities similar to the ones present in our corpus, 
thus providing the scores in between traditional corpora and the ones recently developed.

Thus in our opinion we created a useful testing ground for applications of NER 
and RE in industry. We hope that it will be useful for NLP community in general and 
Russian NLP in particular.

Future work directions include but are not limited to developing more advanced 
machine learning methods and analytical solutions, better usage of linguistic feau-
tures, ensembling of different approaches and open source tools.
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